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Developed strontium biokinetic model for murine rodent represents modification of model for reference human with reduced number of compartments. Estimation of biokinetic parameters is based on published experimental data on strontium retention in body of laboratory mice and rats. Application of the model allows estimation of strontium distribution by organs and tissues both in the cases of acute and chronic exposure with dependence of strontium activity in organs on time.

1. Introduction.

Design of internal dose assessment approach for biota that takes into account non-uniform distribution of radionuclide in animal organs and tissues can be based on modification of appropriate models developed for humans. Key tasks of such approach development are as follow:
– to analyze the distribution of radionuclide in animal organs and tissues for accepted exposure situation,
– to assess values of coefficients that relate radionuclide activity to dose absorbed in organs and tissues.

One of the most significant radiation accidents in the human history was that appeared at Mayak nuclear plant in 1957, which resulted in radioactive contamination of large territory (East-Ural Radioactive Trace, EURT) [1,2,3]. Area of EURT was contaminated by a range of short and long-lived radioactive isotopes. Currently, after a considerable period of time after the accident, the main dose contributing radionuclide in EURT is $^{90}$Sr, which is a bone-seeking element with slow excretion from the bone tissue. Non-human EURT biota has been studied for a long time and considerable amount of radiobiological data was accumulated as well as data on radiation exposure effects on mouse-like rodents population were collected. At the same time dosimetry of wild animals, particularly small mammals, was not paid enough attention.

For assessment of contemporary radiation exposure of non-human biota it is suggested to choose murine rodents as a group of representative species considering that mouse-like animals are ubiquitous and more studied comparing with other animals. Murine rodents do not directly correspond to Reference Rat suggested by ICRP. These animals have less body weight and dimensions, besides, analysis of published data presented bellow shows that mice have specific values of strontium retention in the body.

In this paper the analysis of dynamics of $^{90}$Sr content in organs and tissues was carried out applying published data. Performed analysis allowed designing and verification of strontium biokinetic model for murine rodent.

2. Review and analysis of published data.

Developing of biokinetic model was based on published experimental data on strontium retention in skeleton of laboratory mice. The researches on strontium retention in wild animals were considered as
well, however the number of such data was insufficient. Searching of published data was carried out through specialized abstract databases and indexing resources such as PubMed, SinceDirect, Web of Sciences, E-library etc.

Results of experiments with laboratory mice and rats were analyzed, while data on other small mammals (rabbits and dogs) was not considered. When analyzing the published data particular attention was paid to dependence of strontium retention both in skeleton and whole body on time since beginning of exposure. Both acute injection and prolonged intake were investigated. Totally the list of publications used for combined analysis included more than twenty items [4-20].

Analysis of experimental data confirmed significant variability of parameters characterizing the strontium retention in organism of small mammals. This variability is noted in many studies in which the review of experimental data was carried out.

A wide range of values of strontium retention in the organism of laboratory mice and rats is shown on the Fig. 1, where the points represent experimental data of strontium retention with time after injection. In spite of high variability the dependence of strontium retention (R, %) on time (t, day) can be described by two-exponential function:

\[
R = K_1 \exp(-\lambda_1 t) + K_2 \exp(-\lambda_2 t),
\]

where \(K_1=67.8\%\); \(K_2=32.2\%\); \(\lambda_1=0.44\) day\(^{-1}\), \(\lambda_2=0.003\) day\(^{-1}\). Values of standard error for \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\) coefficients were 0.13 and 0.002 respectively.

![Fig. 1. Retention of strontium in skeleton of mice and rats with time since acute injection (% of intake). Diamonds – mice experimental data; crosses – rats experimental data; squares – referent values used for model validation; solid line – retention according to developed model with standard error (dash line).](image-url)
Thus collected and analyzed data on intake and retention of strontium in body of laboratory mice allows estimation of coefficients included to strontium biokinetic model for murine rodent. The model can be verified using data on strontium retention after acute and chronic intake by requiring agreement of model retention to some ascertained reference values. The reference values of strontium retention in skeleton as follow were chosen: 46% by the end of third day, 33% on 14th day, 30% on 25th day and 26% on 60th day (Fig. 1).

3. Model development and coefficients assessment

For development of strontium biokinetic model for murine rodent the analogous ICRP model for human were used with some simplification. In particular the model was reduced by abandoning the division of gastrointestinal system into compartments and combining other soft tissues into single model organ. The skeleton is modeled by two compartments with slow and fast exchange rates.

Thus the model includes five compartments (Blood, Gastrointestinal tract, Soft tissues, Skeleton, Urinary bladder) and eleven transfer rates:

- to Blood from Gastrointestinal tract, Soft tissues, Skeleton (fast and slow components);
- from Blood to Soft tissues, Skeleton (fast and slow components), Gastrointestinal tract and Urinary bladder;
- excretion from Gastrointestinal tract to feces;
- excretion from Urinary bladder to urine.

The values of some transfer rates can be estimated using published data on strontium retention in body of laboratory mice. At the same time complete set of model coefficients couldn’t be gained from experimental data. In this case the general agreement of order of magnitude and relation between coefficients with those of the human model is required.

Suggested biokinetic model is described by a system of eleven differential equations. To solve the system the computer code Winact developed for human biokinetic modeling was applied where input parameters are transfer rates and radionuclides’ intake while output parameters are activity of the radionuclide in the ascertained compartments with time. The acute and chronic intake cases are provided for estimation.

The Table 1 contains a set of transfer rates which does result in required reference values of strontium retention. The parameters values are presented with minimal accuracy – one significant figure, considering large variability of experimental data. It is essential that tiny change of transfer rates presented in Table 1 results in unacceptable imbalancing and departure of strontium retention from the reference values.
Table 1. Transfer rates of developed Strontium biokinetic model for mouse-like rodent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ donor -&gt; Organ receiver</th>
<th>Value, day⁻¹</th>
<th>Similar value in human model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIT -&gt; Blood</td>
<td>3.0E+00</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood -&gt; GIT</td>
<td>2.0E-01</td>
<td>5.25E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood -&gt; Bone_1</td>
<td>4.0E+00</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone_1 -&gt; Blood</td>
<td>5.0E-01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood -&gt; Bone_2</td>
<td>1.0E+00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone_2 -&gt; Blood</td>
<td>6.0E-03</td>
<td>5.75E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood -&gt; UBCont</td>
<td>2.0E+00</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIT -&gt; Feces</td>
<td>3.0E+00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood -&gt; SoftT</td>
<td>4.0E+00</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftT -&gt; Blood</td>
<td>1.0E+00</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBCont -&gt; Urine</td>
<td>4.0E+00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model designed using parameters mentioned in Table 1 describes the data on strontium retention in skeleton of murine rodents presented on Fig. 1 with standard error of 9.5% (Fig. 1). The values of strontium retention obtained with developed model in whole body, soft tissues and blood as well as total excretion with urine and feces are shown on the Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Activity of strontium after 1 Bq injection a) in whole body, b) in soft tissues, c) in blood; d) total excretion.
Prolonged strontium intake was simulated under assumption of equality of transfer rates in the case of prolonged intake to those in the case of acute injection. This approach does not take into account the time variation of transfer rates e.g. with age of animal. Skeleton activity in the case of chronic exposure to 1 Bq per day is presented on Fig. 3a. As can be seen on Fig. 3a the skeleton activity rises approximately linearly during the first 100 days and accumulation reaches the factor of 14 and this value is in agreement with experimental data as well. Plateau of dependence of strontium retention in skeleton on time since beginning of exposure appears in 1000 days. It is essential that this value corresponds to life duration of murine rodents. As can be seen on Fig. 3b the daily excretion of strontium growths rapidly during first two weeks and than approaches gradually to value of daily intake.

![Graphs showing skeleton activity and daily excretion over time](image)

Fig. 3. Activity of skeleton (a) and daily excretion (b) in the case of chronic strontium intake.

4. Conclusion.

Developed strontium biokinetic model for murine rodent represents modification of model for reference human with reduced number of compartments. Application of the model allows estimation of strontium distribution by organs and tissues both in the cases of acute and chronic exposure with dependence of strontium activity in organs on time.

The model is based on published experimental data on strontium retention in body of laboratory mice and rats. Important feature of experimental data on acute injection consists in studying of strontium retention for the period of time that is compatible with life duration of the animals, i.e. the parameters of metabolism are changing during the experiment. Indeed, strontium is injected to young animals while the retention is measured in elder ones. Consequently the developed model is appropriate for the situation when the animal is rather young at beginning of exposure. At the same time there were no experimental data to estimate the strontium retention for newborn mice.
From radioecological point of view it is rather the strontium activity concentration in organs and tissues than whole body activity that is directly associated with absorbed dose. In order to estimate the concentration it is necessary to know whole body weight as well as organs’ weights in dependence on age of the model animal. Considering constant chronic intake and weight increasing with age the activity concentration is not a linear function of strontium activity.

Developed strontium biokinetic model will be used for internal dose assessment for murine rodents inhabiting EURT territories. Comparison of dose estimations with studied effect of radiation exposure constitutes radiobiological basis for radiation protection of EURT biota.
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